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                        HEBREWS CHAPTERS 10 

 

The thing about having coffee with someone is there is a 

level of intimacy in that that is quite different from a formal 

meeting.    There are some similarities.    You generally 

make a time to meet.      There is two of you together in the 

same space.     But having a coffee with someone is not the 

same as a formal meeting with an important person.      

Let’s say for example that somehow you manage to arrange 

a meeting with Jacinda Ardern.    There is a difference in 

dynamic between meeting at the beehive vs meeting at the 

local coffee shop.   You can’t just walk into the PM’s office.     

And while the PM is very friendly I dare say I would still be a 

bit nervous.   But having  coffee with someone is different.     

This is what the writer  of the Hebrews says in Ch 10: 19-21.   

We have been given access to God most High,  and we can 

go without having  to worry about the metal detectors, or 

the security guards, or the gatekeepers. 

We are invited into the very  heart of God.      And there is 

no barrier between us.     God not is sitting behind a big 

desk, with all the power, and we sit on the other side in fear 

and trembling, wondering if we are going to get zapped 

because we thought some nasty thoughts about that 

person at work that is a right pain.  And not forgetting the 

fact we have not read our Bible for a week.    

I don’t want to minimize who God is when I say that we are 

invited to have coffee with God.  He is the almighty all 

powerful God who flung the stars into space.   He is the 

eternal God.   He  is the creator of the universe.   I  don’t 

want to lose  the idea of the incredible privilege it is that we 

have this access. 

But there is a level of intimacy implied here in these 

Scriptures that is more akin to having a coffee  than it is to a 

appointment at the Beehive.  It is like little Nev just  going 

to  sit on her mothers knee in the office oblivious to all the 

protocol of making an appointment 

We need to be reminded of the fact  that  regardless of 

whether we feel God’s presence, we  have direct access to 

the presence of God now.   We can freely share our hearts, 

without fear of saying the  wrong thing or without fear that 

we might be prosecuted for stuff we have done wrong.     

We are not on trial.        And our confidence to do this is 

entirely based on the work of Jesus Christ.   Not on how 

good we are.    

Chapter 10:1-18 starts out with a summary of the last 3 

chapters.   The old sacrificial systems was just a shadow of 

what  was to come.   The old systems didn’t deal with the 

sense of guilt because they had to keep repeating them 

year after years.     The new covenant is not a set of rules 

but is written on our hearts.     Christa has made himself the 

one sacrifice, offering once for all time.      So we don’t need 

to keep offering sacrifices.    And then comes this great 

teaching to come into the very presence of God.    V19-21   

Next there are a series of encouragements given because 

it seems many wanted to give up on faith.    V23, 32, 35, 36  

I am sure we all have things that we regret giving up on.    It 

is easy to become disillusioned with faith too.       Maybe 

because we have not seen the answers to prayer that we 

hoped for or because the dreams we had when we were 

younger have not come about or  because we have been 

hurt by church structures or people or  because we the 

doubts, questions  that we pushed down for years and 

ignored become overwhelming.  The reality is that we are 

probably not going to be giving up on faith because we are 

being beaten up, or chucked in jail.    But many do walk 

away from faith.     

And he is encouraging them to remember what Jesus has 

done.  And to remember what is to come.   V25, 34, 35, 37.  

Don’t throw away the incredible future that God has for 

you.    Remember the big picture.   Christ is coming back.    

When Christ returns, every frustration , every doubt, every 

hurt, every disillusionment will disappear.    This life might 

seem sometimes like an exhausting tramp that  will end at a 

broken down old house 

But actually when we turn that last corner in the journey of 

life, we will not be disappointed at what we find.  We will 

find a home that is beautiful beyond anything we can 

imagine.    We will be blown away at being in the presence 

of God and that new world that he is going to bring down to 

this earth.     Don’t throw that away.   

What is the key to not giving up when life is tough?          

The church – not the organization , but us,  people.    V24   

It does not mean that we have to be at every church service 

of the year.    But it is saying that we need to be meeting 

together with other Christians regularly.   The form of that 

meeting  is not the point.   We  cannot do this faith journey 

on our own.   We need the support and encouragement of 

others.     People who will encourage us to   “outbursts of 

love and good deeds”  That is when we see other people at 

their best,  in terms of sacrificial love, serving the poor,   

putting others needs first, showing generous grace to 

difficult people,    it encourages us to live our best life as it 



 

were.   When we see others taking courageous steps of 

faith, it encourages us to step out in new ventures.     And 

we need others who know us well enough that they can 

warn us when we are going off track.    That is unlikely  to 

happen on a Sunday morning  with 200 people.   But it is 

more likely to be someone who knows us, has walked the 

journey with us.   

When 2 or 3 are gathered then I am present.  Mat 18:19-20.     

We tend to take that to mean, that the presence of God is 

there in such a gathering.    But that does not really sit well 

with the fact that this Scripture says that we can enter the 

very presence of God ourselves.   Some say  it means when 

there are two or three of us,  we see a bigger truer picture 

of God.    That each of us grasps something of the reality of 

God but when we come together we see a more accurate 

reflection of who God is.     

He then ends this chapter with a dire warning.    .   V26-29  

The writer uses his previous argument about the two 

covenants.     He has argued the old covenant was just a 

foreshadow of what was to come.    If you deliberately were 

not willing to obey the Law of Moses people could be put to 

death.     But the new covenant is so much better, so the 

consequences of disregarding it are greater.        

There is a theological debate that has gone on for centuries 

about whether a person who is saved can lose that 

salvation.     Some say you can’t lose your salvation, but 

then have to grapple with verses like this  that were written 

to Christians and seem to imply that yes you can lose your 

salvation,    They cleverly deal with this by saying.   Well, 

they can not have been truly saved in the first place.   You 

can find Scriptures to support both views and I am not sure 

the  debate achieves much.     But in the end only God 

knows the answer to this question.     

Many of you will be aware of CS Lewis classic story, the 

Narnia Chronicles.    It is a fantasy story , and a parable of 

God’s story with us.   The  great Lion Aslan is the figure of 

Christ.   CS Lewis makes this comment.  “ He is not a very 

tame Lion.”     This is what one writer says.  George Guthrie 

“ When Aslan speaks, no one in the story can question who 

is in charge.    When the lion speaks, one not only get the 

sense, but one knows  that nothing more be said.   The is 

really the way things are, and not only will they not be 

changed, indeed they cannot – we have bumped up against 

a greater reality than ourselves  and our particular 

perspective.  He is the Lord and he does what he wills.    He 

calls children from anther world when and to where he 

desires.   He vanquished foes in his own good time.    No 

one can ever think of sitting in judgement on Him.   To think  

of controlling him would be preposterous.    The lightning is 

too powerful to be bottled, the mountain too furious to be 

captured in a video..   There  is a wildness in his nature and 

he will not be muzzled ……  The Living God has cosmic sized, 

power laden hands.   He will be not be tamed by our post 

modern rejection of truth.   , nor to our aversion to the 

concept of judgement.    We must adjust ourselves to him 

not the other way around.”  

Of course this is directly in tension with the encouragement 

I spoke of at the beginning of this message.   A God who 

invites us to coffee  - to intimacy.    To freely share honestly 

with him.   We like this God but if we must  hold this along 

the wild power of God.  (Think of volcanoes and tidal waves, 

and hurricanes, and meteors and exploding stars. )     If we 

don’t hold these two together then we either get a God 

who is likely a wise old grandpa or a demanding dictator.   

And he is neither.     That tension we see in first 4 words of 

the Lord’s prayer.    “Our father, in heaven. “  We are    

invited to come as a child but we come to a God who is in 

heaven.ie  beyond anything we can imagine. 

It’s all about Jesus.   What he has done for us and what he 

has promised us.       So hang there, if you are struggling.     

Don’t pull away from community.  Push into community.   

Don’t throw it all away because  to reject the almighty God 

who has extravagantly loved us is a fearful thing.    It is a 

terrible thing to fall into the hands of the living God.     

Download or listen to this message at: 

www.icbc.org.nz 

R E F LE C T I O N  +  D I S C U S S I O N  

1. How do we balance the awe of God with the invite to 
intimacy with God?    Which way do you tend to lean?   
What can you do to correct that lean? 

2. Who do you know who has walked away from faith?  
Do you know why?  How has that impacted you? 

3. When have you been tempted to give up on faith and 
God?    Have you been in such a season?   What 
bought you back? 

4. “Don’t give up the habit of meeting together.”    

What things pull us away from meeting together?  

What impact does it have on you when you are not 

connected to other Christians for a season?   (maybe 

listen to Richard Lobbs testimony)   How might you 

encourage someone who has stopped meeting 

together to reconnect?   Is there anyone you know 

who you could encourage about this? 

5. “He (God) is not a very tame lion.”  C S Lewis.   Have 

we tamed God?    What impact do warning such as 

this ( v26-29)  have on you? 

 

Close with a time of prayer and worship.     Bring 

those who are danger of moving away from faith and 

fellowship to God.    
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